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Q:	 Does God exist?

A:   There is B.I.G. evidence to consider:

 Beginning of the universe requires a cause

 Intelligent design requires a designer

 Giver of moral law

Q:   Is the Bible reliable?

A:   M.A.N.! is it reliable!

 Manuscript evidence surpasses all other 
  ancient documents

 Archaeology has never contradicted the Bible;
   it has always enhanced its reliability

 Non-Christian sources are congruent with the
   New Testament

Q:   Did Jesus claim to be God?

A:   • Son of Man

 • “I and the Father are one”

 • Forgave sin (which only God could forgive)

Q:   Did Jesus rise from the dead?

A:  Four undeniable facts:  F.E.A.T.

 Fatal torment

 Empty tomb

 Appearances of Christ

 Transformation of disciples

Q:   What other things would you tell us about
  communicating our faith?

A:	 • Start the conversation talking about things   
  they are comfortable discussing:  national   
  events, movies, books, culture.  I wouldn’t   
  jump in with the questions, “Do you believe  
  in Jesus?”  or “If you died right now, would
   you go to heaven?”  Those should come
   naturally as the conversation progresses.   

 • You don’t have to know everything.

 • Be interested in what they say.

 • Use the “Columbo Tactic”—ask them 
  questions.

 • Do your homework.

 • Relax and enjoy the conversation.
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humanities.  For more information about Prestonwood Christian 
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